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Level I Lesson Plan 7  Note: All activities should take 5-7 minutes.  
 

1. INTRODUCTION Play Spanish music as the students enter the room, and greet them by 
saying ¡Buenos Días! or ¡Buenas Tardes! Take attendance and review the classroom 
responsibilities.  
 *Activity: Sing the past greetings or other songs that they students enjoy from 
past classes. Teach the Tres Ositos song to the tune of �Three Little Monkeys Jumping on 
the Bed� from page 31 of the curriculum guide by singing it first for them and then having 
them repeat after you each line. Remember to use the gestures for the kinesthetic 
learners. 
 

2. Review the greetings and goodbyes by having the students repeat after you. Play the 
Backwards forwards game on page 3. Vary the game by playing it as an elimination game or 
speed game, with the winners receiving stickers or pesos.  

  *Activity: For the older students, do the Juego de Conversaciones activity from 
page 13 of the curriculum guide. 

 
3. Review the conversational introduction phrases (like ¿Cómo te llamas?, ¿Cómo estás?, ¿De 

dónde eres?, and ¿Cuántos años tienes?) by using a poster with pictures to quiz the students 
to see how much of the vocabulary they remember.  Have the students �show off� their new 
skills with mini interviews using introductory questions. This Performance activity is 
described on page 5 of the curriculum guide. Review the comprehensive conversation 
elements from page 64 of the curriculum guide.  

 
4. ¡Los Números!- Review numbers 1-30 by sitting in a circle and passing a ball around and 

counting. Challenge the students to review the numbers through math, which you can 
demonstrate by using dice. Have the students throw the dice and add the two together in 
Spanish.  

  *Activity: Do the Slam Dunk Basketball Math activity in two teams from page 39 and 
40 of the curriculum guide.  To positively encourage the students say �Dáme cinco� and give 
them a high five after each turn.  

  *Activity: For the younger students, play the Number Hunt game from page 29 of 
the curriculum guide. Remember to use the numerals and have the students call out the 
numbers.  
 

5.  MERIENDA (Snack and Culture time) Follow the regular snack guidelines and review Por 
favor, gracias and de nada with your class. You can use the cultural topic noted on the 
newsletter and below to discuss with the students. There is also an extensive list of topics 
on page 72 and 73 of the curriculum guide, or feel free to add your own specific discussion 
topic. It is encouraged to share your personal travel experiences, to bring in visuals, to play 
traditional music, and to really have fun with this part of the class. 

• Often times, as a �cariño� (sign of affection) Hispanics add �ito on to family 
words. Example: abuelita or little grandma. In Costa Rica, they add �tico onto the end of 
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their words instead of �ito which is why Costa Ricans are often nick-named �Ticos.� Practice 
adding these endings onto some words and even the children�s names as a demonstration. 

 
6. Review the family members with photos or picture flashcards. Stand up and have the class 

sing a couple of the family songs from previous lessons using gestures. 
 *Activity: Play a game of Pictionary. Start out by drawing a family member on the 
board and having the students raise their hand to guess the correct Spanish word. Then the 
winner gets to draw the next family member and have the class guess.  

  *Activity: Continue with the Family Photo Album activity. You can use the templates 
from the Family Photo Album described on page 45, and later on pages 52-53 for the 
students to color. Today have them draw pictures of two more family members on separate 
pieces of paper. If they want to include extra vocabulary, after the family member 
templates are complete, like perro or gato that is fine. Feel free to bring in extra craft 
supplies like buttons, sequins, feathers, or yarn so they can make the pictures extra 
creative. Make sure to help them label the pictures correctly and neatly in Spanish.  

 
8.  To further review and challenge the students with the numbers, play Los Números- Race 

game from page 41 of the curriculum guide. This is a great team competition game. For the 
younger students make sure to read the numbers or use the numerals.  

 
9. Recite the entire Spanish alfabeto with the students while pointing along to the letters on 

the board or a poster. You can also quickly play the Eliminator game to make sure they 
remember each letter.  Have the students sing and march along with the �Alphabet Song� 
from the CD. You can also sing the SANCHO song. 

  *Activity: Play the Alphabet Race game from page 60 of the curriculum guide. Bring 
in white paper and colors for the students to write their answers and hold them up. This is a 
great competition game the older students would enjoy. 

  *Activity: For the younger students, play the Alfabeto con el cuerpo game from page 
60 of the curriculum guide.  

    
10.  CLOSING Sing the Adiós Amigos song to the tune of �Frere Jacques� at the end of class as 

the students are cleaning and packing up. This song is on page 6 of the curriculum guide.  
Hand out the newsletters, and have the students say �Nos Vemos� to you in Spanish before 
leaving. Make sure each student gets picked up by his or her parent or guardian and safely 
leaves your classroom. 

 
11. Extra activities if there is more time� 

• Play a game of Around the World using flashcards with pictures to review all the 
Spanish vocabulary they have learned.  

• For the older students, play the Mi Familia Puzzle activity from page 58 of the 
curriculum guide.  
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• Play the ¿Advinas Quién? Activity from page 57 of the curriculum guide. Make sure 
to use pictures of family members instead of the words on the note cards for the 
younger students.  


